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Abstract: In this paper, we derive an unconstrained convex programming approach to solving
standard form linear programs through an entropic perturbation. The whole duality theory is
established by using only one simple inequality "In z S; z - 1 for z > 0". A curved search algorithm
is also proposed for obtaining a pair of primal and dual G-optimal solutions. The proposed algorithm
is proven to be globally convergent with a quadratic rate of convergence. Computational results are
included in support of theoretic findings.

1 Introduction

Since N. Karmarkar introduced his projective scaling algorithm [15] in 1984,
various interior-point methods [12] have been proposed to compete with the
classic simplex method [2]. Among many new research directions, Fang [8]
recently proposed an unconstrained convex programming approach to solving
linear programming problems in Karmarkar's form and suggested a careful
review of the unconstrained convex optimization techniques [4, 11] for linear
programming. The original work was done in a framework of geometric pro-
gramming [17], and was later refined by a much simpler derivation [18]. The
new approach is neither simplex based nor interior point based. It only involves
solving an unconstrained convex programming dual problem and converting a
dual solution to a primal e-optimal solution.

In this paper, by using only one simple inequality "In z ~ z - 1, for z > 0," we
further extend the unconstrained convex programming approach to solving
standard form linear programming problems. Moreover, based on the curved
search methods [1], we propose a quadratically convergent global algorithm for
linear programming. Both theoretic proof and computational experience are
included.

We shall introduce the unconstrained convex dual approach with entropic
perturbation in Section 2, find an e-optimal primal solution in Section 3, propose
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a curved search algorithm in Section 4, prove its convergence properties in
Section 5, discuss implementation issues in Section 6, report computational
experience in Section 7, and conclude the paper by Section 8.

2 Unconstrained Convex Approach with Entropic Perturbation

Consider the following (primal) linear program in its standard form:

Program P: Minimize cTx

subject to Ax = b (1.a)

x ~ 0, (1.b)

where c and x are n-dimensional column vectors, A is an m x n (m s;;n) matrix,
b is an m-dimensional column vector, and 0 is the n-dimensional zero column
vector.

The linear dual of Program P is given as follows:

Program D: Maximize bTw

subject to ATws;;c (2.a)

wERm (2.b)

Following the approach developed in [8], for any given scalar f1 > 0, instead of
solving Program P directly, we consider a nonlinear program with an entropic
perturbation, namely,

Program PI': Minimize
n

cTx + f1 L Xj In Xj
j=l

subject to Ax = b (3.a)

x> 0 . (3.b)

Notice that the root of this entropic approach can be traced back to references
[5, 6, 7, 13, 14]. Also note that the entropic function x In x is a strictly convex
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function well-defined on [0, (0) with a unique minimum value of -lje at
x= 1je, where e = 2.718....

Like all interior-point methods, we assume that Program P has an interior
feasible solution x > 0 (i.e.,the Interior-Point Assumption). Under this assump-
tion, Program P/1is feasible for any fl > O. Moreover, since 0 In 0 = 0, CjXj +
Xj In Xj ~ +00 as Xj ~ 00, and Xj In Xj is strictly convex over its domain, for each
j, we know that Program P/1achieves a finite minimum at a unique point x* E Rn
for each fl > O.More interestingly, as discussed in [8], if Program P also has a
bounded feasible domain (i.e., the Bounded Feasible Domain Assumption), then
as fl ~ 0 the optimal solution of Program P/1approaches an optimal solution of
Program P.

Superficially, Program P/1seems to be more complicated than Program P
because of the involvement of the nonlinear entropic function. In reality, this
nonlinearity is the key to deriving an unconstrained dual convex program. To
achieve this goal, consider the following simple inequality:

In z ::;;z - 1 , for z > 0 . (4)

This inequality can be easily verified by its graph and notice that inequality (4)
becomes an equality if and only if z = 1.

Now, for any fl > 0, WiE R (i = 1, ,.., m), and Xj> 0 (j = 1, .. ., n), we define

e[([:"=, aij"" - c)/I'] - 1
z. =

J Xj
for j = 1, ..., n . (5)

Since Xj> 0, Zj> 0 is implied. By (4), we have

[(
m

)/ ]
e[(D"=, aij"', - c)//1] - 1

'\' a..w. - c. fl - 1 - In x. < - 1L..'11 J J- '
i=l Xj

Consequently,

X.
[(

~ a..w. - C'
)/fl]

- eW::r=,aij"" - c)/I'] - 1 < x.ln x.J L..'11 J -J J'
i=l

By multiplying both sides by fl and summing over j, we have

n

(
m

)
n n n

'\' x. '\' a..w. - fl '\' eW::r=la'jW' - c)/I']- 1 < '\' ex. + fl '\' x.ln x.L.. J L.. IJ I L.. - L.. J J L.. J J'
j=l i=l j=l j=l j=l
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"
If Xj (j = 1, ..., n) satisfies I aijXj = bi for i = 1,2, ..., m,(i.e.Ax = b),then

j=l

"

(
m

)
m

(
"

)
m

"x. "a..w. =" "a.x w.= " b.w.LJLu' L L'JJ' L'"
j=l i=l ;=1 j=l i=l

Therefore, for any x > 0 such that Ax = b, we know that

m" """ b.w- J1. " e[(D'~laijWi- c)/I'J - I < " c.x. + J1." x. In x.1..." 1... -1...JJ 1...J J'
i=l j=l j=l j=l

(6)

Recall that the right-hand side of (6) is the objective function of Program PJ1."
Hence we define a geometric dual program DJlas follows:

Program DJl:

m "
Maximize dJl(w) == L b;wi - J1.L em::i~l aijWi- c)/I'J - I

i=l j=l

subject to W E Rm .

Note that Program DJlis an unconstrained problem and the sum in each of the
n exponents in the second term of its objective function is simply proportional
to the amount of violation of the corresponding constraint of Program D.
However,this nonlinear term of dJl(w)is neithera penalty functionnor a barrier
function in the traditional sense, since the traditional penalty function does not
impose penalty on any feasible solution and the barrier function ensures that the
objective value approaches infinity at the boundary of feasible region. More
importantly, if Program DJlattains a finite optimum at w*(J1.),then w*(J1.)be-
comes a feasible solution to Program D as J1.approaches O. Actually, it solves
Program D as J1.approaches O.

Several observations can be made here.

Observation 1: Since inequality (6) holds for any WE Rm and x E R" such that
Ax = b and x > 0, therefore we have the following "weak duality theorem":

Theorem 1: Min(PJl)~ Max(DJ.

Observation 2: Recall that inequality (4) becomes an equality if and only if z = 1.
Hence inequality(6)becomesan equality ifand only if

e[(D~l aijw,- c)/I'J - I
Zj = = 1x.J
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or, equivalently,

x. = e[(L7~1 a'jW'- (')/1'] - 1
J .

Consequently, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2: Given that w* E Rm and x* E R" such that Ax* = band x* > 0, if

x* = e[(D'~laijw,'- ()/I'] - 1
J ' for j = 1, ..., n , (7)

then x* is an optimal solution to Program Pliand w* is an optimal solution to
Program Dw Moreover, Min(PIl) = max(DIl)'

Observation 3: The (k1, k2)-th element of the Hessian matrix of function dll(w)is
given by

ad (w) 1 f [(D'", aijw, - c)/I'] - 1ak .ak jII = - - L e IJ 2
aWkl aWk2 /l j=l

Therefore, the Hessian matrix can be written as ADr(w)A T, where Dr(w) is an

n x n diagonal matrix with rj(w) as its j-th diagonal element and

riw) = -!e[(D~l a'jW'- (')/1']- 1 < 0 .
/l

By matrix theory, the Hessian matrix must be nonsingular and negative definite
as long as A has full row-rank. In this case, we know that dll(w)is strictly concave
and we have the following result:

Theorem 3: If the constraint matrix A in Program P has full row-rank, then
Program DIIhas a strictly concave objective function dll(w).

Observation 4: Under the Interior-Point Assumption, Program P (hence PIl)has
an interior feasible solution. From convex analysis (Fenchel's Theorem) [17, 19],
we know that there is no duality gap between the pair of Programs Pliand Dw
Recall that Program Pli always achieves a finite optimum as long as /l > O.
Therefore, if A has full row-rank, then DIl(w)is strictly concave and Program DII
must also achieve a finite optimum at a unique maximizer w*(/l)E Rm. Now,
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since diJw) is continuously differentiable, the first order optimality conditions
hold at w*(,u). In other words, setting Vdll(w*(,u» = 0, we have

f e[(L:~=1aijw,*(IlJ- ()JIll] - ! akj = bk ,
j=l

for k = 1,2, . .., m .

If we further define x*(,u)E Rn according to (7), then the above equation becomes
Ax*(,u) = b. Hence Theorem 2 further implies the following "strong duality
theorem":

Theorem 4: If Program P has an interior feasible solution and a full row-rank
constraint matrix A, then Program Dilhas a unique optimal solution w*(,u)E Rm.
In this case, formula (7) provides a dual-to-primal conversion which defines the
optimal solution x*(,u)of Program Pw Moreover, Min(PIl) = Max(DIl)'

Note that the above strong duality theorem can also be viewed as a special
case of the Fenchel duality theorem in separable convex programming, but it is
derived in an innovative way which tackles our problem directly. Throughout
this paper, we hold the Interior-Point Assumption and assume that matrix A has
full row-rank. Besides, x*(,u)and w*(,u)will be used to denote the unique optimal
solution of Piland Dilrespectively.

3 An e-Optimal Solution

Since Program Piland Program P have identical feasible domain, any solution
to Program Pilmust be feasible to Program P. For any given c;> 0, our objective
is to find a sufficiently small ,u> 0 such that x*(,u) is an c;-optimal solution to
Program P.

To achieve our goal, we first study the behavior ofx*(,u) as,u becomes smaller.
Suppose that Xl solves Program PilI and XZsolves Program P1l2'where ,ul >
,uZ> O.Then, since Xl is an optimal solution to Program Pill'we have

n n n n

L: CjxJ +,ul L: xJ In xJ ::; L: CjxJ +,ul L: xJ In xJ .
j=l j=l j=l j=l

(8)

Similarly, for XZsolves Program P1l2'we see

n n n n" c.xz + "z " x? In x? < " C.X~+ "z " Xl In XlL...JJ r-L...J J-L...JJ r-L.,J J'
j=l j=l j=l j=l

(9)
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Multiplying (9) by -1 and adding the resulting inequality to (8),we obtain

n n

(f.ll - f.lz) L x] In x] :::;(f.ll - f.lz) L xl Inxl .
j=l j=l

Since f.ll > f.lz, we know that

n n" Xl In Xl < " XZ In XZL..J J-L..J J'
j=l j=l

(10)

After rearranging terms in (9) and using (10), we further have

(
n n

)
n n

0 :::;f.lz j~ xl In xJ - j~ x] In xl :::;j~ CjXI- j~ CjxJ .

Rearranging terms in (8), we obtain

n n

(
n n

)j~l CjXI - j~ CjXI:::;f.ll j~ xl In xl - j~ xl In xl .

Combining the above two inequalities together gives the following theorem:

Theorem 5: As f.l> 0 goes to 0, CTx*(f.l)decreases monotonically. Moreover, for
f.ll'> f.lz > 0, if Xl and XZsolves Programs PI'Iand PI'2respectively, then

0<11 (f xZlnxz- f xllnxl )<cTxl_cTxZ- rZ L.. J J L.. J J-
j=l j=l

:::; f.ll C~ xJ InxJ - j~xl Inxl) .
(11)

Now, in addition to the Interior-Point Assumption, we add the Bounded
Feasible Domain Assumption. Under this circumstance, it is not difficult to see
that Program P has an optimal solution x* and x*(f.l)-> x* as f.l-> O.Moreover,
there exists "alarge positive number M > 0 such that the primal feasible domain
(1.a&b) is contained in the spheroid centered at the origin with a radius of M.
Thus, for any primal feasible solution x, we have

IXj In xjl :::;! == max{lje, 1MIn MI} , for j = 1, .. ., n . (12)
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Consequently, by taking J.l2 ---> ° in(11),wehave

ICTXI- cTx*1 ~ J.lI(m + m) = 2nTJ.lI .

Therefore, for any given e > 0, if we choose

J.lI = el2m , (13)

then IcTXl - CTx*1 ~ e. In other words, Xl is an e-optimal solution.
In summary, we have the following result:.

Theorem 6: Under the Interior-Point and Bounded Feasible Domain Assump-
tions, if J.l> ° is chosen according to (13), then the optimal solution to Program
Pilis an e-optimal solution to Program P.

A couple of observations can be made here.

Observation 5: For a linear program with bounded feasible domain, according
to den Hertog et al. [3], by appropriate scaling, it is equivalent to a linear
programming problem with all variables bounded above by 1. In this case, since
-lie ~ x In x ~ ° for ° ~ x ~ 1, we see that T = lie and J.l= eel2n is good
enough for any linear program scaled according to den Hertog et al.

Observation 6: Note that the magnitude of the right-most term of (11) is propor-
tional to the difference of entropy evaluated at two different points, one of which

,is to be used as an approximation of the other. The bound provided in Theorem
6 is calculated based on the triangular inequality and hence may be too conser-
vative. In other words, for a practical implementation, J.lmay be chosen much
bigger than the value specified by (13).

4 A Curved Search Algorithm

We now outline the unconstrained convex programming approach to solving
standard form linear programs under the assumptions of interior point and
bounded feasible domain:

Step 1: Given e > 0, compute J.laccording to formula (13).

Step 2: Solve Program Dilby unconstrained convex optimization techniques for
an optimal solution w*(J.l).
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Step 3: Compute the optimal solution x*(p) of Program Pflaccording to formula
(7). Then x*(p) is an £-optimal solution to Program P.

It is clear that Step 2 is the major source of required computation. It was
suggested in [8J to closely investigate and customize unconstrained optimiza-
tion methods for this purpose. In this section we customize the "curved search
method" proposed by Ben-Tal et al. [IJ to achieve global convergence with a
quadratic rate of convergence.

Instead of solving Program Dfldirectly, we solve the following equivalent
convex minimization problem:

Program D~: Minimize few) == -dfl(W)

Subject to W E Rm

As discussed before, when matrix A is of full row-rank, few) is a strictly convex
and twice continuously differentiable function over Rm with

alf ~ [('"c, aijw, - c)/I'] - 1a k ,- bk- = L.. e L..,,- 11 I
aWkl j=l

(14)

and

alf 1 ~ [(L~=I aijw, - c)/I'] - 1a k ,ak J
'

- = - L., e IJ 2

aWkl aWk2 p j=l

(15)

The Hessian matrix H is positive definite and can be written as ADs(w)AT,where
Ds(w)is an n x n diagonal matrix with s)w) as itsj-th diagonal element such that

Sj(w) = - r)w) = ~e[(L~=1 a'jW'- c)/I'] - 1 > 0 .
p

(16)

The basic idea of the curved search method is to improve a current solution
by moving along a quadratic curve, while most classical iterative methods move
along a straight line. More precisely, for an unconstrained convex minimization
problem with a twice continuously differentiable objective function f, the
curved-search method moves from one solution Wk to the next solution Wk+l
along the quadratic curve (in variable t)

1 2
qk(t) = Wk + tdk + -t Zk2

(for t ;:0:0) ,
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where

d - - {3
IVf(WkW

[
2
f( )]

-1
f( )k - k,~N "Tr~? N ,,-, ~N , V Wk V Wk and

Zk = - 'Y.k IVf(Wk)1Vf(Wk) .

Searching for an appropriate step-length tk such that

tk E arg ~i~ f( Wk + tdk + ~t2Zk)
(17)

results in a new solution Wk+1defined by

1 2
Wk+1 = Wk + tkdk + 2tkZk . (18)

Notice that (Xk and !3k are adjustable positive parameters which could be
fine-tuned for better performance of particular problems. Also notice that, as
pointed out in [1], when (Xk==0, the curved-search algorithm becomes the
(signed) Newton method; and, it becomes the steepest descent algorithm when
!3k == O.

Based on the above curved search method, we propose the following
algorithm for solving Program D~and refer to it as the CS-LPE (Curved Search
for Linear Programs with Entropic perturbation) algorithm.

The CS-LPE Algorithm

Initialization: Choose sufficiently small real numbers ( > 0, b > 0 and y > O.
Choose a positive sequence {(Xk> O}with a finite limit superior.
Choose a positive sequence {!3k> O}with a finite limit superior
and a positive limit inferior.
Set k = 0 and select any starting solution WoE Rm.
Compute gk ==Vf(wd with its k1-th element defined by Eq. (14).
Compute Hk == V2f(Wk)with its (k1,k2)-th element defined by
Eq. (15).
Stop, if Igkl:::;(. Otherwise, proceed.
Solve Hkvk = gk for Vk'

Iteration:
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C G - T - IGkl d ;: -
(d H )

2
ompute k = gk Vb Yk = 2 an uk = et k .IVkllgkl

If bk > c5and Yk> y, then
Igkl2

Compute dk == -/3k-Vk and Zk == -aklgklgk'
Gk

Otherwise,

Set dk = -gk and Zk = O.

Compute a step-length tk E arg min f (Wk + tdk + !t2Zk ) .
t>O 2

1 2
Iterate Wk+l = Wk + tkdk + -tkZk.

2

Reset k -> k + 1 for the next iteration.

5 Convergence Properties

In this section we show that, under some mild conditions, the CS-LPE algorithm
indeed produces a sequence of iterates that converge to the unique optimal
solution of Program D~with a quadratic rate of convergence. Actually this result
is expected, since the curved search method is a combination of the signed
Newton method (which has local quadratic rate of convergence) and the steepest
descent method (which converges globally).

The following two theorems state these facts.

Theorem 7: If Program P has an interior feasible solution and a full row-rank
constraint matrix A, then the CS-LPE algorithm either stops after finitely
many steps or generates an infinite sequence {Wk E Rmlk = 1,2,...} such that
f(Wk+l) < f(Wk) for each k; {Wk E Rmlk8N}} has at least a cluster point WCin the
levelset Lo == {wE Rmlf(w)::;;f(wo)}; for each such cluster point wC,Wf(wC)I::;;
(.

Proof: Recall that the objectivefunctionf of Program D~ is twicecontinuously
differentiable. According to Theorem 3.1 of [IJ, if we can further show that the
level set Lo is compact, then the proof is complete.

Under current assumptions, by Theorem 4, we know that f has a unique
minimizer w* E Rm with a finiteminimum value.Therefore,each levelset of f,
including Lo, is compact. 0

Note that, under the assumptions of Theorem 7, since f has a unique optimal
solution w* satisfying the first order optimality conditions, the infinite sequence
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generated by the CS-LPE algorithm must converge to the unique cluster point
we = w*.

Theorem 8: Under the assumptions of Theorem 7, the infinite sequence
{WkE RmlksN} generated by the CS-LPE algorithm converges to w* at a
quadratic rate.

Proof: Based on Theorem 4.4 of [1], to establish the quadratic rate of conver-
gence for the CS-LPE algorithm, we need to show that the following four
conditions are satisfied: (i) {WkE RmlksN} converges to w*, (ii) Vf(w*) = 0, (iii)
V2f(w*)ispositivedefinite,and (iv)H(') == V2f(.) is locallyLipschitz-continuous
in a neighborhood of w*.

The first three conditions are clearly met from our previous discussions. As to
condition (iv),recall that H = ADs(w)AT and Ds(w)is a diagonal matrix with
siw) as itsj-th diagonal element. From Equation (16), we know that siw),j = 1,
2, . . ., n, belongs to C"").Therefore, every element of H is a finite combination of
C'X!functions. Since differentiability implies Lipschitz continuity, we know that
condition (iv) is satisfied too and the proof is complete. D

6 Implementation Issues

Before we report our computational experience with the CS-LPE algorithm, we
discuss four related implementation issues:

1. In each iteration of the CS-LPE algorithm, major computations include
solving Hk Vk = gk for Vk and finding tk by minimizing f(Wk + tdk + tt2 Zk) over
t > O.

To calculate Vkin our implementation, we chose the Gaussian Elimination
method because our main interest is in investigating the total number of itera-
tions. Clearly, the more efficient Cholesky factorization method may be applied
to solving this system of equations involving a symmetric positive-definite
matrix. For the same reason, we chose a commonly-used line-search procedure,
consisting of the search for a three-point pattern and the Golden-Section search
[16], to determine the step-length tk'
2. Consider Program D~again. Evaluation of exponential functions is required
in calculating f, Vf, and V2j. By examing the definition of f and equations (14)
and (15), it is clear that we have to overcome the possible arithmetic overflow
problem, in particular when J1is very small.

To prevent the overflow problem from happening, notice that Program D~is
a minimization problem and the exponential terms contained in the gradient

- --
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vector and the Hessian matrix are identical to those contained in the objective
function. Therefore, if an initial solution Wois properly chosen such that the initial
objective value is good for a floating point representation, then there is no over-
flow problem in evaluating the exponential functions subsequently. Technically,
this can be achieved by choosing Woto be feasible to Program D, since for such a
solution all the exponents involved in the objective function are strictly negative
no matter how small J1is. Moreover, in searching for the three-point pattern, we
need to start at a point that is close to the current solution. With these two pre-
cautionary steps, the overflow problem never occurred in our implementation.
3. Since an exponential function belongs to the category of transcendental
functions, a significant amount of computational effort is needed in evaluating
f, VI, and V2f. Realizing the fact that there are n exponential functions involved
in the gradient vector and m2n exponential functions involved in the Hessian
matrix, one might think that the CS-LPE algorithm would require excessive
amount of computation. Fortunately, this is not the case. In our implementation,
only n "seed exponential functions" need to be evaluated in each iteration. They
are the diagonal elements siw) (j = 1, ..., n) of the diagonal matrix Ds(w) de-
fined by Equation (16). Once these n seeds are computed and stored, both the
gradient vector and Hessian matrix can be computed via simple arithmetic
operations. Therefore, no excessive computational effort is required. Also, be-
cause the total number of these seeds grows linearly with n, the number of primal
variables, the computational time spent on these calculations accounts for a less
significant portion in solving large-size problems.
4. Once the n seed exponential functions are calculated and stored, it takes
O(m2n) elementary operations to compute the Hessian matrix and O(n3) (or
fewer) elementary operations for matrix inversion. This is the real computational
bottleneck for solving large-size problems.

Since every element of the Hessian matrix Hkcan be independently calculated,
an implementation with parallel computation can certainly improve the perfor-

. mance of the CS-LPE algorithm. Moreover, the use of sparse matrix techniques
can also lead to more efficient implementation for solving large-size problems.
But it is beyond the scope of this paper.

7 Computational Experience

In this section, we report our computational experience with the CS-LPE algo-
rithm. The testing problems were randomly generated with their sizes ranging
from 30 variables with 10 constraints to 4,000 variables with 1,000 constraints.
All testing problems have a full-row rank constraint matrix A and satisfy both
the Interior-Point and Bounded Feasible Domain assumptions.
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We briefly describe how an m x n standard-form linear program is "randomly"
generated for the test. Our test linear program contains m - 1 "regular" con-
straints and one bounding constraint. The regular constraints are randomly
generated as inequality constraints first in the n - m-dimensional vector space
and then converted to equality ones in the n-dimensional space. The coefficients
on the left-hand-side ofthe inequalities are randomly generated between -1 and
1. The right-hand-side of each of these inequalities is chosen so that (i) the
associated n - m-dimensional hyperplane intersects the line segment connecting
(0, 0, . . . , 0) and (1, 1, . . ., 1)and (ii) the point of intersection is uniformly distrib-
uted over this line segment. The sign of the inequality is chosen so that the point

n

(0.5, 0.5, . . . , 0.5) is feasible. The bounding constraint is set to be L Xj :::;; M for
j=1

a large constant M. All elements of the cost vector c are randomly generated
between 0 and 1. In this way, the m-dimensional zero vector 0 is feasible to
Program D and hence an initial solution for the CS-LPE algorithm which avoids
the otherwise potential problem of arithmetic overflow.

To demonstrate the computational procedure, regardless of problem size, we
choose J..I.= 0.001 in the tests. For simplicity reason, we always set CXk= Pk= 1
and' = 10-5. The line search stops when the difference of the objective values
of two consecutive test points is within 10-10, and the CS-LPE algorithm stops
when Igkl :::;; ,= 10-5. To avoid arithmetic overflow problem in our experiment,
the initial solution Wois chosen to be dual feasible.

We ran the CS-LPE algorithm on a SUN SPARCII workstation for all test
problems except the 1000 x 4000 problem, for which we used an Alliant FX8
with its parallel/vector processing capability. Table 1 summarizes our computa-
tional experience. The six columns correspond to problem size, the number of
test problems for that size, the average number of iterations for the test problems
of that size, CPU time spent on Hessian calculations, CPU time spent on
Hessian inversion, and CPU for the rest of the calculations.

Table 1: CS-LPE Algorithm for Randomly-Generated Problems

NA*: Not included for comparison because parallel/vector processing was invoked.

Size # Prob. # Iter. CPU%-Hessian CPU%-Inversion CPU%-Other

10 x 30 4 14.3 18% ll% 71%

25 x 100 4 35.5 36% 19% 45%

50 x 150 4 45.0 43% 32% 25%

100 x 300 4 57.0 47% 37% 16%

300 x 1000 4 64.3 54% 37% 9%

500 x 1500 4 80.3 55% 41% 4%

1000 x 4000 I 94.0 NA* NA* NA*
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Some important facts can be added to Table 1:

(i) According to our experience, the CS-LPE algorithm always converges as it
should.
(ii) In order to verify the quadratic rate of convergence, we calculated rk ==
IWk- w*I/lwk-l - w*12. In our experiment, rk indeed converges up until the
current solution is in an "immediate" neighborhood of the optimal solution w*.
Then the ratio becomes sensitive to numerical accuracy. This observation to-
gether with the low number of iterations could confirm the quadratic rate of
convergence of the CS-LPE algorithm.
(iii) By setting the initial solution at a point feasible to Program B and choosing
appropriate first step-length in the three-point search, no arithmetic overflow
problem ever occurred in our experiment.
(iv) Observe that the percentage of CPU-Other decreases as problem size in-
creases. This indicates that the computational effort spent in evaluating the
exponential functions is relatively small in solving large-size problems.
(v) Table 1 also confirmed that the calculation of the Hessian matrix H and its
inversion really dominates the computational complexity in solving large-size
problems.
(vi) The number of total iterations grows slowly with the size of the problem.
(vii) For test problems with the same size, the number of iterations required by
individuality varies only slightly.

8 ConcludingRemarks

We have introduced an unconstrained convex programming approach to obtain
an c;-optimal solution of standard form linear programs under the assump-
tions of interior point and bounded feasible domain. The c;-optimal solution is
literally obtained by solving an unconstrained dual convex program. Conver-
sion from the dual optimal solution to the c;-optimal solution is effortless. We
also customized a curved search method for solving the unconstrained dual
convex program. This algorithm converges globally with a quadratic rate of
convergence.

Notice that the moving direction of the CS-LPE algorithm depends on its
Hessian matrix H = ADs(w)AT while the moving direction of any known inte-
rior-point algorithms [12] is determined by a positive definite matrix with
exactly the same structure. This should lead to comparable computing time for
one iteration among these different algorithms when applied to a common
problem. According to our computational experience, the total number of itera-
tions grows slowly with respect to the increase in problem size. This indicates
the potential of this unconstrained convex programming approach for efficiently
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solving large-size linear programming problems. Finally, among other potential
advantages, this approach does not require Phase-I iterations.
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